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19th French Buhler Mantel Clock USD 800 - 900

The 3.4 inch white dial with Roman Numerals and Arabic Numerals, the twin clock pointers contained within a waisted case with gilt
metal mounts, the case of rich dark red color with light red splash, raised on scrolling feet. 14 inch H, 7.25 inch W

2: Vintage LeCoultre Atmos Clock USD 800 - 1,000

Signed to face: Le Coultre & Cie., Swiss, Atmos, 243831; verso marked: Le Coultre & Cie / Swiss, Polished brass and glass case.
9,25 inch H, 8.25 inch L, 6.25 inch W

3: French Cloisonne Mercury Clock USD 900 - 1,000

Brass and enamel case with porcelain dial and mercury pendulum. Japy Freres movement and impressed to verso of dial. 11 inch H,
5.5 inch W, 6.75 inch L

4: 19th Antique French Clock USD 800 - 900

Societe Clusienne, S.C.A.F.H, Cluses, France, Arobic numeral white floral dial. 16.5 inch H, 9.25 inch W

5: Antique 14kt Gold Open-Faced Pocket Watch USD 400 - 600

Omega, Gold Plated Arabic White dial. 1.14 inch Diameters

6: Antique 18kt Gold Plated Pocket Watch USD 200 - 350

A.W.Co, Waltham, Pocket Watch Gold Plated Arabic/Roman Numerals White Dial, CWC.CO, TRADE mark, Case serial 45777. 1.61
inch Diameters

7: 19th Antique Pair Metal Figures USD 400 - 500

Each cast as a lady standing on a circular base, with one hand raised to the head level holding a bottle now missing, one carved with
her eyes staring at the bottle, one carved with her eyes looking down, both wearing long robe with natural folds. 18.25-18.75 inch H,
5.5 inch W

8: Antique Pair of Bronze Figures USD 300 - 350

Comprising of two bronze figures, one cast as a boy holding a writing board with his write hand writing on a piece of paper, his face
further detailed with a concentrated expression; the other one cast as a girl standing with a basket on her left arm, holding a book
with a reading motion, her face further detailed with a focused expression reading the alphabets between the book pages, both cast
wearing 19th style clothes. 12.75 - 13.1 inch H, 5.18 inch W
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9: 19th Antique Bronze Figure of Cupid USD 1,000 - 1,200

This adorable young Cherub rests on the edge of a rock and cradles the bow with a basket of arrows. This sculpture is named
"Seated Cupid W/Bow". It is mounted on a marble base and signed by the artist Houdon. 17.5 inch H, 12 inch W

10: Antique Bronze Figure Girls USD 2,800 - 3,000

Cast in the shape of two slender girls wearing knee length dress standing on a stone base, one cast holding a basket in her right
hand, her left arm put on the other girl's shoulder with her heading turning to the other girl and smiling at her, the other girl cast
shorter and in the motion of jumping with her arm across the taller girl's waist and smiling, the statue further painted with ocean blue
on the dress. 31.25 inch H, 13.5 inch W

11: 19th Antique Phonograph USD 2,000 - 4,000

Manufactured by Regina in the 19th century, this phonograph uniquely features with bronze disks. The cabinet decorated with a
painting depicting angel subject. Serial No. 64373. The exterior of rose red hue. 22.3 inch L, 20 inch W, 11.5 inch H

12: 18th Swedish Antique Ship Model USD 1,000 - 1,200

The planked and pinned hull copper sheathed, with open gun ports with brass guns, carved stern and quarter lights, polychrome
alloy headpiece, planked decks with fittings, well deck with ships boat over, bounds masts with standing running rigging, on a cradle
stand with legend. 43.5 inch L, 36.5 inch H

13: 1850-1900 Edison Home Phonograph Cylinder Player USD 500 - 600

Edison Home Phonograph Cylinder Player. The player comes with the horn, crank, and the box case. The serial number is H49914.
Trade Thomas Cl Edison Mark. 18.5 inch L, 8.75 inch W, 11.75 inch H; 14 inch L, 7.55 inch Diameters (horn size).

14: 1850-1900 Antique Edison Cylinder Player USD 500 - 600

Edison Standard Phonograph Cylinder Player. The player comes with the horn, crank, and the box case. The serial number is
723560. Trade Thomas Cl Edison Mark. 12.5 inch L, 8.5 inch W, 11.25 inch H; 10.65 inch L, 5.20 inch Diameters (horn size).

15: Vintage Clock USD 300 - 400

Phinney-Walker, 7 Jewels, Swiss; reversed: patent pending, Swiss made. 5.47 inch H, 3.86 inch W

16: Vintage Clock USD 400 - 600

Tiffany & Co, Electric, Swiss, R.J.B mark; reversed: September 1, 1982, Northwest Bancorporation has acquired through merger,
Dial corporation, the undersigned assisted in the negotiations leading to this transaction and acted as financial advisor to Northwest
Bancorporation. Salomon Brothers Inc. 4.16 inch H, 4.19 inch L, 2.35 inch W
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17: Antique / Vintage Enameled Clock USD 400 - 500

The clock gilt on bronze base, supported on a bronze base with an enameled cylindrical section, West Germany. 10.4 inch H, 4.95
inch W

18: Antique / Vintage Porcelain Clock USD 400 - 500

With luminous pointers on a Roman Numerals golden dial, Blessing, West-Germany. 12 inch H, 5 inch W

19th Antique Group of French Clock and Candle Stand USD 1,000 - 1,500

Comprising of one clock and two candle stands, the clock cast with a standing lady wearing long dress with flowing ribbon, her head
slightly turned to the side looking forward, the clock further work inlaid in a large pink stone base with four flare feet in bronze, two
candle stands cast on similar stone base rising to a tall stylized stick with scrolls forming the holder. 23 inch H, 11.5 inch W

20: Antique / Vintage Clock USD 250 - 400

JAEGER LeCOULTRE SWISS, with a street light lamp post design. 11 inch H, 2.95 inch W

21: Antique / Vintage German Musical Clock USD 500 - 600

Hamilton, Nice and good condition,works,West Germany, 340-020. 15.5 inch H, 11.5 inch L, 6.5 inch W

22: 19th Antique French Clock USD 1,000 - 1,200

Societe Clusienne, S.C.A.F.H, Cluses, France. 14.5 inch H, 9.5 inch W

23: 18th French Antique Gilt Clock USD 3,000 - 4,000

Cast supported on a rectangular base with scrolling feet, the clock molded with a lady sitting beside resting her left hand on top, the
bronze dial with Roman Numerals, 557, FC mark. 16 inch L, 19 inch H

24: 19th Antique Rice Paper Painting USD 1,000 - 1,200

Comprising of four separate rice paper painting framed together into a rectangular wood frame, each depicted a different scene of
ancient imperial attendants theme. 39.75 inch L, 17.75 inch W
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25: Chinese Antique Silk Embroidery USD 400 - 500

Comprising of a large size of Chinese silk embroidery, deftly embroidered as a Qilin among dense lotus scrolls, set on a ocean blue
ground within a band of "Ba Ji Xiang". 22 inch Diameters

26: 18th Antique Embroidered Silk Dragon Pattern USD 1,200 - 1,500

The embroidered silk piece work on a ocean blue ground depicting a scene of two five-claw dragons perusing flaming pearls among
ruyi clouds between turbulent seas. 59 inch L, 13 inch W

27: 19th Antique Embroidered Silk Shou Characters USD 800 - 1,000

Deftly embroidered on a bright red ground, work in the top center with a large size of Shou character, along with nine columns of
various styles of the same character, further framed with a wood frame carved in bamboo shape. 51.5 inch L, 25.5 inch W

28: Japanese Antique Silk Embroidered Textile USD 400 - 500

This embroidered silk piece boldly work in bright colors with cranes and phoenixes among lavish peony flower brushes, all above
golden and red ground. 156 inch L, 12.6 inch W

29: Japanese Antique Silk Embroidered Textile USD 400 - 500

The sil textile intricately embroidered with auspicious patterns of cranes and chrysanthemum flowers, all on a yellow ground. 157
inch L, 12.25 inch W

30: Japanese Antique Silk Embroidered Textile USD 400 - 500

The finely embroidered silk textile work with phoenix and classic Japanese items with cherry blossom patterns, all on an off-white
ground. 157 inch L, 12.25 inch W

31: Antique / Vintage Pair of Enameled Porcelain Vases USD 1,000 - 1,200

Each of slender baluster form rising from a circular flaring foot to a mouth molded in a curled leaf shape enclosing a mall mouth, a 'S'
shape handle starting from the rim and extended to the shoulder, boldly enameled around the body with a continuous scene of
angel's subject, all on a rich dark rose-red ground. 20 inch H, 7 inch W

32: 18th Antique Export Wucai with Bronze Border USD 4,000 - 6,000

Of baluster form, the center painted with two scholars with their attendants against a garden view landscape, between lotus flower
scroll band below the neck and auspicious pattern above the base, further mounted with a pair of bronze goat handles, the foot
mounted with bronze western angles face, the mouth mounted with overlapping tobacco leaves . 11 inch H, 10.50 inch W
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33: 18th Antique Export Flambe Vase USD 2,000 - 2,500

The compressed globular body supported on a slightly flared foot, surmounted by a waisted neck and an everted rim, the shoulder
towards the neck decorated by three bronze angles faces below a horizontal raised rib collaring the neck, two further ribs encircling
the upper and lower bodies respectively, applied overall with a rich dark purple glaze with purplish-blue splashes and spots, the
based further mounted with bronze foot, inscribed with six-character Qianlong mark. 14.5 inch H, 8.5 inch W

34: 19th Antique Figural Dish USD 800 - 900

With gently rounded sides rising from a tapered foot, finely enameled to the interior with a seated officer overseeing the crowd of
soldiers with two assistants flanking him, all against a indoor background with curtains and screen, with a Xian Feng mark on the
base. 10.5 inch Diameters

35: 19th Antique Porcelain Dish USD 800 - 900

Well potted with rounded sides supported on a tapered foot, the interior brightly enameled with ten famous characters in the Chinese
novel Dream of Red Mansions with their names beside each character, the central medallion enclosing two more characters within
double red-line rings, inscribed with TaoKuang mark on the base. 9.10 inch Diameters

36: Late Ming Antique Cizhou Porcelain Dish USD 3,000 - 4,500

Its wide and shallow well rising from a flat base to a wide everted rim, freely painted with a boy among large floral lotus medallion in
chocolate brown slip on the creamy ground within a single band border, the rim further painted with flowers spaced by a sinuous
ribbon, the reversed left unglazed with the recessed base, the cream ground glaze falling short of the foot to the exterior. 19 inch
Diameters, 3.9 inch H

37: 18th Kangxi Mark Antique Red Glazed Vase USD 1,000 - 1,500

The baluster body rising to a waisted neck, applied overall with a vitreous burgundy-red glazed, the base inscribed with Kangxi reign
mark in underglazed blue. 15.3 inch H; 7.5 inch W

38: Kangxi mark but 19th Kuangxu Copy Red Glazed Vase USD 1,200 - 1,500

The round shouldered body rising from a spreading recessed foot to a tall neck with flaring rim, the exterior painted with Bagua
subject in rich dark red glaze, the interior and bases glazed white, inscribed with Kangxi reign mark in underglazed blue. 14.2 inch H;
6-8 inch W

39: 18th Antique Red Glazed Gourd Vase USD 1,800 - 2,500

Elegantly potted with a globular lower bulb rising to a waisted neck and a smaller upper bulb tapering to a narrow mouth, covered
overall with a rich red glaze of even tone, shading towards the narrow mouth with white glazed rim. 15.20 inch H, 8.05 inch W

40: 19th Antique Taokuang Red Glazed Vase USD 2,200 - 2,500

Of flattened oval form,rising from a low foot rim, the body painted in iron-red enamels with a dense design of bats with outstretched
wings, the central panel painted with scholars and attendants subject, the base inscribed with Taokuang seal mark in iron-red. 17.5
inch H; 11.5 inch W
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41: Ming Antique Longquan Censer USD 1,000 - 1,200

The rounded conical body supported on three slightly splayed legs with taotie marks, rising to a curved everted rim, carved around
the exterior with archaistic patterns in the center between various leafy scroll bands, applied throughout with an unctuous olive-green
glaze with celadon and gray crackles thinning to a brown-green at the ridges, the bottom of each leg left unglazed revealing the pale
ware burnt russet-orange in the firing. 7.03 inch Diameters, 4.32 inch H

42: Song Antique Yaozhou Censer USD 1,200 - 1,500

The truncated globular body supported on three slightly splayed legs with furious mythical beast masks, the shoulder with a
horizontal rib, rising to a cylindrical neck and a curved everted rim, applied throughout with an unctuous olive-green glaze thinning to
a orange green at the ridges, the bottom of each leg left unglazed revealing the pale ware burnt russet-orange in the firing. 3.59 inch
H, 4.19 inch Diameters

43: 17-18th Antique Ge-Type Censer USD 900 - 1,000

The crisply moulded body of compressed globular form with waisted neck and everted rim set with a pair of delicately moulded
square-shaped handles, all supported on three short legs and covered overall in a rich creamy glaze saving for the bottom of the
legs revealing the orange brown clay body. 4.90 inch Diameters, 3.43 inch H

44: Song Antique Longquan Censer USD 1,000 - 1,200

the globular body incurred to a waisted neck and lipped-rim, supported on a flat bottom with a recessed base, set at the shoulders
with a pair of stylized dragon-fish handles, further carved around the shoulder with stylized floral scrolls, applied overall with an
olive-green glaze saving for the interior and the base revealing the brown orange clay body. 2.89 inch H, 7 inch W

45: 19th Antique Blue and White Censer USD 800 - 900

The body of compressed globular form supported by a short spared foot rising to a flared everted rim, painted to the exterior in vivid
cobalt blue with three phoenixes and three archaistic shou character spacing each other with ruyi clouds and other auspicious items
in between, below ruyi shaped scrolls at the neck, the base with an unglazed ring. 9.6 inch Diameters, 6.0 inch H

46: 18th Antique Blue and White Jar USD 2,000 - 2,800

Superbly potted with a hemispherical body, rising from a low rounded foot to a straight neck and lipped rim, vividly painted in varied
shades of cobalt blue, depicting two striding markers, each with a winged sinuous body and a long bifurcated tail formed from
stylized foliate scrolls, the muscular limbs each terminating into four sharp claws, spaced by two flying phoenixes with long tails, all
among dense ruyi clouds and flames. 9.3 inch Diameter, 4.54 inch H

47: 19th Antique Blue and White Jar USD 1,200 - 1,500

Of flattened baluster form with a rounded shoulder and short straight neck, vividly painted around the exterior in bright tones of cobalt
with two five-clawed dragons striding amongst clouds above a wavy sea, all below a 'classic scroll band collaring the shoulder, the
base left unglazed. 7.4 inch H, 8.5 inch W

48: 19th Antique Jade Pin with 22kt Gold USD 2,000 - 2,200

Of oval form, intricately pierced and carved with a composite floral sprays, the softly polished stone of a green color, mounted in a
22kt gold frame.1.3 inch W; 2 inch L
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49: 19th Antique Jade Pin with 18kt Gold USD 1,800 - 2,200

Of oval form, carved in open work, with flower blossoms borne on leafy stems against a ground of dense foliate scrolls, surmounted
by 18kt gold. 1.7 inch W; 2.3 inch L

50: 18th Antique Porcelain Snuff Bottle USD 800 - 900

Of cylindrical form with a broad everted lip, the foot a series of unglazed concentric circles with a dot of cobalt and glaze on the
innermost point, the body adorned with a pattern of scrolling lotus, bearing a four character Yongzheng nianzhi mark in underglazed
blue. 3.35 inch H

51: 19th Antique Taokuang Period Porcelain Snuff Bottle USD 800 - 900

Of cylindrical form featuring a broad everted lip and unglazed foot rim, decorated with two boys in ocean creatures body and other
various oceanic creatures, all against the iron-red turbulous waves, fitted with a red stopper. 3.44 inch H

52: 18th Antique Porcelain Snuff Bottle USD 800 - 1,000

Of cylindrical form with a broad everted lip rising from a short concave foot, painted in cobalt blue and iron-red colors with a
continuous scene of figural story against garden landscape, the slopping shoulder further painted with flowers and leaves patterns,
fitted with a reticulated bronze stopper, the base inscribed with six character Yongzheng mark. 3.73 inch H

53: 18th Antique Yellow Jade Snuff Bottle USD 5,000 - 6,000

Of rounded rectangular shape with an oval foot ring and short tubular neck, the stone of a yellowish-green color with large patches of
russet skin, finely carved to form a scene of Liu Hai playing with toad using coins, all against a rocky mountain and pine tree
landscape, fitted with a bronze stopper inlaid with jadeite final. 2.61 inch H, 1.58 inch W

54: Early 20th Antique Inside Painting Snuff Bottle USD 2,000 - 2,500

Of rounded rectangular form, flat rim, slightly splayed oval foot ring, the shoulders carved with mock lion mask handles, each side
painted with many children playing under the big tree against garden landscape, inscribed with the artist's name "Yezhongsan" and
very likely of his work, fitted with a jadeite stopper. 2.84 inch H

55: 18th Antique Cinnabar Snuff Bottle USD 2,000 - 3,000

Of flattened globular form, rising from an oval foot rim, the side walls carved with a continuous scene depicting figures at leisure in a
landscape with lush trees and rockwork, framed between plantain leaf patterns at neck and vertical lappets surrounding an oval foot
ring, fitted with a green stopper. 2.99 inch H, 2.20 inch W

56: 19th Antique enameled Snuff Bottle USD 600 - 700

Famille rose enamels on copper, with a flat lip and slightly recessed concave foot surrounded by a protruding flattened foot rim;
painted with a continuous scene, both sides with two boys playing under the tree against garden landscape, the shoulders along with
the neck and base further painted with flower sprays, fitted with a purple stopper. 2.32 inch H
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57: 19th Antique Jade Jadeite Snuff Bottle USD 2,400 - 2,800

The translucent jadeite of pale green color and elongated flattened cylindrical form, carved throughout with prunes flowers and
branches and birds and butterfly around, the other side carved with floral stems against rocky mountain landscape, fitted with the
prunes flower stopper. 2.65 inch H

58: 18th Antique enameled Snuff Bottle USD 800 - 900

Well-hollowed, of flattened pear shape on a raised, slightly inverted foot, painted in pleasant-colored enamels with a conforming
reserve to either of its main side, framing figures in a landscape, against a yellow enameled ground filled with puce stippling in
addition to leafy flower blossoms to the narrow sides. 2.29 inch H

59: 18th Antique Famille Rose Porcelain Snuff Bottle USD 800 - 1,000

Of a flattened spade form rising from an oval foot rim to a waist neck, carved around the body enameled in the famille rose palette
with quatrefoil reserves of flowering plants surrounded by scrolling lotus vines on a yellow ground, fitted with a metal mounted
stopper. 2.50 inch H

60: 19th Antique Cinnabar Snuff Bottle USD 1,000 - 1,200

Carved with gentlemen on riverbanks looking towards pavilions nestling amongst pine and rock work above a petal lappet border,
the other side similarly carved with a scholar with his attendant among the landscape, the sides with central flower heads amongst
scrolling foliage, with 14 kt gold mounted the borders. 3.02 inch H

61: 19th Antique Cloisonne Snuff Bottle USD 1,200 - 1,500

Of compressed elegant oval form, with a rounded gilt lip, a raised gilt foot rim surrounding a recessed foot, the body of the bottle
enameled in imitation of cloisonnÃ© with a turquoise ground and famille rose enamels, with individual motifs highlighted by gilding,
enameled with archaistic marks around the body, flanked by a pair of mythical beast masks handles. 3.32 inch H

62: 19th Antique Agarwood Prayer Beads USD 1,000 - 1,200

Comprising of 36 agarwood prayer beads, equally spaced by three jadeite beads, further enhanced with a beaded tassel with
Tibetan Buddhist attribution with coral beads, leading to a carved wood lotus root with lotus seeds. 10.15 inch Diameters

63: 19th Antique Aquamarine Prayer Bead USD 1,200 - 1,500

The necklace composed of hundred and eight aquamarine beads, spaced by four four large agate beads, enhanced by three
strands, one purse suspended on the top of the main strand. 0.5-1.1 inch Bead

64: 18th Antique Jade Jadeite Prayer Beads USD 2,500 - 2,800

Comprising of eighteen jadeite beads, equally spaced by two agarwood beads, suspending a small beaded tassel with coral and
carved nut beads, this prayer bead was of imperial used. 4.54 inch Diameters
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65: 19th Antique Jade Necklace and Pendant USD 1,000 - 1,200

Comprising of a beaded necklace consists of various gemstones, from a carved jade lotus bead, a natural amber bead, a carved nut
bead, a chicken bone color bead carved in a double gourd shape, a circular jadeite bead, a jade pebble with russet skin, all in a coral
string, leading to a white jade pendant carved to the front side with a basket of auspicious items, reversed with characters,
surmounted by ruyi clouds. 15.5 inch L

66: 19th Antique Peking Glass Necklace with Jade Pendant USD 1,400 - 1,600

Comprising of 90 transparent pekinig glass beads, spaced by two carved rock crystal stone, one carved in the form of a recumbent
lion with its head turned to the left, the other one carved as a mythical beast crouching with its head resting on its front paws, leading
to a white jade pendant carved with peony flower on the front side, reversed with characters, crowned by ruyi clouds. 16.5 inch L

67: Antique / Vintage Chinese Scholar Stone USD 1,200 - 1,500

The stone of San Jiang stone from Guangxi, carved in horizontal orientation, naturalistically molded with pits, deep crevasses and
perforations, the textured stone of an brownish-gray tone with a matt finish, wood stand. 10.5 inch L, 5.5 inch H

68: Antique / Vintage Chinese Scholar Stone USD 600 - 700

The stone of Qiang Stone from Yunnan, naturally carved in horizontal orientation, molded as multiple low peaks, the stone of warm
yellowish brown color with dense rings, wood stand. 4 - 5.5 inch L, 1.5 - 2.25 inch H

69: 19th Antique Turquoise Stone USD 600 - 800

This stone is from Hu Bei, naturally carved in horizontal orientation, moulded in the form of craggy rock with low peaks, the stone of
various green colors with black crackles and veins, wood stand. 5.25 inch L, 2.5 inch H

70: Antique/Vintage Scholar Rock USD 1,500 - 1,800

This Feng Li stone is from Inner Mongolia, horizontally oriented, the contorted stone twisting in carious directions and connected
through one central opening, the stone of a warm light brown color with russet veining, wood stand. 10.5 inch H, 12.0 inch L

71: Antique / Vintage Scholar Rock with Stand USD 1,400 - 1,800

This stone is Ying Stone, naturalistically molded in the form a craggy 'rock' of irregular outline and deep undulating fissures, the
stone of a dark gray color, fitted wood stand. 9 inch H, 8.25 inch W

72: Celestite Geode Sakoany USD 800 - 900

Vertically orientated, the stone carved of rounded pebble form, open up in two sides showing the natural crystallization of the
translucent pale blue color, the stone covered with a white skin on the surface. 5 inch H, 6.5 inch L
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73: Antique / Vintage Scholar Rock with Stand USD 200 - 350

This stone is Feng Li stone from Inner Mongolia, naturally carved in horizontal orientation, moulded with sharp and peak form, the
stone of pale-gray color with a little portions of white highlighting the peaks, wood stand. 5.5inch L, 2.0 inch H

74: Antique / Vintage Scholar Rock with Stand USD 300 - 400

This stone is Feng Li stone from Inner Mongolia, naturally carved in horizontal orientation, moulded with sharp and peak form, the
stone of pale-gray color with a little portions of white highlighting the peaks, wood stand. 6.75 inch L, 2.75 inch H

75: 19th Antique Brown Color Jade Luohan USD 2,000 - 2,500

Depicting the Xianglong Luohan in archaic style, stood upon a lobed base, detailed with a scarf tied around his shoulders, holding in
his right hand a cup, the mythical creature emerging from the waves beside him, the dress finely carved details to adapt to the colors
of the celadon and yellow stone. 3.96 inch H, 3.19 inch W

76: 18-19th Antique Carved Jade Goose USD 1,000 - 1,200

Carved recumbent with wings neatly tucked back, the crested head with long elegant neck turned back over the body resting upon its
left wing, supported by a piece of ruyi cloud, the stone of a warm celadon color with large russet inclusion. 2.32 inch L, 1.44 inch H

77: 19th Antique Carved Jade Snuff Bottle USD 1,200 - 1,500

Of a naturalistic pebble form, carved continuously with a scholar resting under the pine tree with a crane in the distance, against the
rocky mountain landscape, reversed carved with ruyi clouds, the stone of a pale celadon color with large russet skin on the other
half. 2.38 inch H, 1.85 inch W

78: 19th Antique White Jade Three Rams USD 1,200 - 1,800

Sensuously molded in the form of a recumbent ram with two young flanking its side, each detailed with almond-shaped eyes,
funnel-shaped ears and a pair of striated horns, the larger, bearded animal with its head turned gently backwards, issuing streams of
vaporous clouds supporting a yinyang roundel on its back, the stone of an even white tone flecked with russet and darker mottling.
2.01 inch L, 1.98 inch W, 1.21 inch H

79: Early 20th Antique Celadon Stone With Dragon Pattern USD 800 - 1,200

The grayish-green lustrous translucent stone enhanced with brown skin, carved in low relief following the natural form of the pebble
as a mythical beast made up of various archaistic elements, including archaic clouds, formalized lingzhi heads, the horned-animal
crouching on three-clawed paws, armed with two fangs flanking a finely detailed beard, the rounded base with elements suggesting
shells with rounded protruding bubbles, possibly indicating the presence of other coiled mythical creatures. 3.51 inch L, 2.38 inch H

80: Ming Antique Carved Jade Lion Ornament USD 2,000 - 2,800

Portrayed recumbent with the head hold upright and the front paws pressing on a brocade ball with long ribbons at the front, the
beast depicted revealing its teeth below its bulging eyes and flaring nostrils, the spine subtly defined and terminating in a bushy tail
swept over its haunch, the stone of a celadon color with russet inclusions. 1.80 inch H, 2.84 inch L
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81: Chinese Antique Soapstone Seal USD 600 - 700

The soapstone seal deftly carved around in low relief with a landscape of trees and rock work, further depicting two scholars resting
under the big pine tree, one carved standing behind the seated one, both looking to the distance view of the landscape, reversed
with inscription next to the mountain, the translucent stone of a rich creamy tone with light red inclusions. 2.48 inch H, 2.30 inch W

82: Ming Antique Carved Jade Mythical Beast Paper Weight USD 3,000 - 5,000

The beast with its legs tucked underneath the body and its head turned towards the back, detailed with a protruding spine
terminating to a bushy tail wrapping a brocade ball, a cub climbing on its back, the stone of a yellowish celadon tone with brown and
black inclusions. 3.02 inch L, 2.76 inch W, 1.79 inch H

83: Chinese Antique Jade Seal USD 1,200 - 1,500

Of square form, surmounted by a ferocious dragon powerfully worked in meticulous precision with bulging eyes and flaring nostrils
above long curling whiskers, the scaly, tightly coiled body depicted crouching on its haunches with a 'flaming pearl below its jaws and
surrounded by dense cloud swirls, the scales and flowing mane finely incised with its long tail coiled at the rear, the seal face deeply
and crisply worked with the characters reading "Qianlong nian zhi", the stone of a warm celadon color with russet veins. 1.89 inch H,
1.98 inch W, 2.0 inch L

84: Ming Antique Gray Jade Mythical Beast USD 1,200 - 1,500

Powerfully rendered seated, depicted recumbent with the head turned to its left and resting on its front paws, the head of the horned
beast depicted lowered and highlighted with ferocious piercing eyes and an angular snout, its back rendered with a prominent spinal
column terminating in a thick, bushy tail swept against its haunches, the pebble of a gray celadon color attractively highlighted with
extensive russet patches. 3.24 inch L, 2.07 inch H

85: 19th Antique Celadon Jade Snuff Bottle USD 1,200 - 1,500

Well-hollowed, of flattened baluster form, carved with a band of thin rib of ropes around the exterior from the base to the neck,
flanked by a pair of fixed rings around the shoulders, the stone of a greenish-white color with some russet inclusions, fitted with a
dark green stopper. 3.14 inch H, 1.92 inch W

86: Late 19th Antique Pale Celadon Jade Figure Vase USD 2,000 - 2,500

Of rounded rectangular section raising from a waist foot supported by a rocky base, the bottom of the vase carved in high relief with
a large gnarled prunes branch adorned with blossoming flowers and foliage ascending to one side, the other side carved with a
scholar holding a lingzhi spray leaning to the vase, the domed cover carved with a waist concave final. 5.45 inch H, 3.64 inch W

87: 19th Antique Group of Rock Crystal Garment Hooks USD 1,200 - 1,500

Comprising of three pieces of rock crystal belt hooks, each with different animal heads, one with dragon head facing the faceted
stipulate handle reversed by an oval button, button edges polished; one with a phoenix head detailed with almond eyes and the
crest; one with a horse head detailed with strong facial contour and its mane; all of transparent color with little icy inclusions. 3.98 -
4.10 inch L

88: 19th Antique Crystal Lingzhi Ruyi USD 500 - 600

The ruyi-shaped terminal carved in relief with a large lingzhi fungus head with smaller fungus issuing from the stem, the curved shaft
with a lobed panel enclosing small fungus raising from a small branch, the nearly flawless crystal of a clear transparent tone. 6.75
inch L, 2.05 inch W
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89: 19th Antique Gilt Bronze Buddha USD 3,500 - 4,500

Seated on a galloping donkey draped with human flayed skin, both arms held outwards horizontally, adorned in beaded jewels and a
billowing celestial scarf, the ferocious face with exaggerated features and pierced with a third eye between the eyebrows, the flaming
hair surmounted by a beaded hat, on a base of turbulent waves and bones surrounded by rocky mountain. 7.75 inch H, 5.72 inch W

90: 19th Antique Gilt Bronze Guru USD 2,000 - 3,000

The guru seated upon a cushion base incised with lotus patterns, with the right foot slightly extended, his hands raised to the chest in
Dharmachakra, the eyes downcast with a serene expression and framed by long pendulous ears, the head left bald and wearing
modest robes incised at the hems. 5.60 inch H, 4.18 inch W

91: 19th Antique Carved Bamboo Buddha USD 1,200 - 1,500

The deity seated in lalitasana, draped in long flowing robes falling in folds around the bare left foot, the shawl loosely tied at the front
revealing a beaded pendant on the bare chest, the right hand resting on the raised right knee, the left holding a scroll, the head
slightly turned to the side with heavily lidded eyes and serene expression, the hair combed back into long knotted plaits falling down
over the shoulders. 8.5 inch H, 6.0 inch W

92: Ming Dynasty Antique Gilt Bronze God of Wealth USD 2,000 - 2,200

Skilfully carved as an official seating on a square pedestal base, depicted with his hands clasped together before his chest, his face
naturalistically rendered with downcast eyes and a solemn expression, wearing a ritual headdress meticulously detailed with floral
and ruyi designs, dressed in loose ceremonial robes with a tasseled endless knot tied around his collar, his robes similarly depicted
with elaborate embroidery terminating with a tasseled hem, reversed carved with a four-character region mark on the base. 10 inch
H

93: 19th Antique Gilt Bronze Guru USD 3,500 - 5,500

Finely cast in the form of a guru of the Nyingma school, seated with legs crossed above an incised cushion, his facial composure full
of wisdom crowned with an elaborate headress, his right hand held in vitarka mudra, dressed in a vest and billowing sanghati incised
at the hems and falling in undulating folds onto the seat. 9.0 inch H, 6.0 inch W

94: Late 19th-Early 20th Export Antique Famille Rose Dish USD 800 - 900

The hexagonal dish painted in the interior with a rich scene of different flower patterns, surrounded by smaller floral scrolls in with
pink color and the edge further inlaid with golden color, the rim mounted with bronze lingzhi fugues branch and flanked by a pair of
bronze leaf handles, the exterior painted in similar patterns and the base mounted with bronze animal-paw-shape feet. The dish was
exported from Thirteen Hongs of Canton, with Hua Rong Tang mark on the base. 12.5 inch L, 6.5 inch H, 8.75 inch W

95: Antique Chinese Ru Style Washer USD 3,000 - 4,000

The delicate shallow rounded sides exquisitely moulded in the form of slender fluted petals with pointed tips radiating from a slightly
recessed flat center simulating a prunes flower bloom, all supported on a foot of corresponding form, covered overall with an ocean
green glaze with light gray and brown crackles, fitted with a silk box. 5.93 inch Diameters, 1.48 inch H

96: 19th Kuangxu Antique Blue&White Dish USD 1,000 - 1,200

The rounded sides rising from a short tapered foot, the central medallion with a writhing five-clawed dragon amongst cresting waves,
the exterior with further dragons below a border of cash coins, the base inscribed with Kuangxu reign mark in underglazed blue. 6.7
inch Diameter; 1.5 inch H
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97: 19th Kuangxu Antique Famille Rose Dish USD 800 - 1,200

The shallow rounded sides rising to an everted rim, the interior painted with a medallion of meandering lotus scrolls encircled by a
band of demi-flowerheads around the rim, the exterior similar decorated, the base with Kuangxu reign mark in iron-red. 7.5 inch
Diameter; 1.6 inch H

98: Hongzhi Mark Antique Yellow Glazed Dish USD 1,000 - 1,200

Well potted with rounded sides rising to an everted rim, painted with a central medallion enclosing a sinuous five-clawed dragon,
covered overall in an even egg-yolk yellow glaze, the base left white with a six-character mark in underglazed blue. 8.9 inch
Diameter; 1.7 inch H

99: 19th Antique Large Ge-Type Washer USD 600 - 800

Finely potted with deep rounded sides rising from a tapered foot to a flat flared rim, a thick pale celadon glaze suffused with a dark
gray and 'gold thread' crackle save the bases of the feet, left unglazed revealing the gray-fired clay body. 10.90 inch Diameters, 5.15
inch H

100: 19th Antique Taokuang Bowl USD 800 - 1,200

The deep rounded fluted sides rising from a tapering foot to a scalloped rim, moulded with chrysanthemum petals repeating in the
interior, the exterior painted with three groups of historical figures, each inscribed with a short story at the side, the base inscribed
with a six-character Taokuang mark in iron red color. 2.97 inch H, 5.98 inch Diameters

101: Late 19th Antique Porcelain Enamel Bowl USD 20,000 - 30,000

Of inverted bell form with a flaring rim, the deep yellow glaze covering the interior and exterior walls, further enameled with thousand
antiques subject, the interior enameled with chrysanthemum flower petals, the recessed base bearing the Gu Yue Xuan mark in
underglazedd blue seal script beneath a colorless glaze. 5.80 inch Diameters, 2.90 inch H

102: 20th Antique Porcelain Bowl USD 800 - 900

Well potted with near conical sides rising from a short foot to a gently everted rim, finely enameled to the exterior with four circular
panels each depicting a flowering tree issuing various flowers, each panel equally spaced by ruyi clouds scrolls, the base with a
six-character Yong Zheng reign mark in underglazedd blue. 8.75 inch Diameters, 3.58 inch H

103: Late 19th Antique Group of Ge-Type Vases USD 800 - 900

Comprising of three pieces of ge-type vases, one of meiping form, the wide rounded shoulders rising from a tapering body and
spreading foot, to a short waisted neck and slightly flared rim; two modeled after the archaic gu form, each with a bulbous section
rising from a spreading foot to a tall trumpet neck; all cover overall with a thick soft grey glaze suffused with an irregular network of
black crackling and golden threads. 6 - 6.45 inch H, 2.95 - 3.63 inch W

104: Song Antique Yaozhou Tea Cup and Ewer USD 2,000 - 2,200

The tea cup of conical form with wide flaring sides rising from a narrow foot, flowers and branches freely carved to the interior with
floral diaper pattern below the rim, applied overall with an olive-green glaze saving for the foot revealing the orange color body; the
ewer with compressed globular body supported on a spreading foot to a cup mouth, the shoulder surmounted by a cylindrical neck
with triplet bow-string lines, set with a curved spout and loop handle, the exterior freely carved with a large peony bloom borne on
bold leafy scrolls, covered overall in a translucent pale olive-green glaze firing to a russet-brown tone in areas. 2.16 - 5.03 inch H,
4.40 - 5.35 inch W
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105: Song Style Antique Yaozhou Vase USD 1,200 - 1,400

Of elegant, slender pear shape with a narrow, trumpet-shaped neck, resting on a low, neatly cut foot, the body carved and combed
with a fanciful flower scroll, circling the vase in an undulating movement, all covered with an olive-green glaze that pools to a deeper
tone in the recessed areas. 8.05 inch H, 4.5 inch W

106: Ming Antique Jade Mountain Paper Weight USD 2,200 - 2,500

Worked in the form of a ragged rock-formation with five peaks, the rich warm celadon stone with attractive golden brown inclusions
and darker streaks. 9.25 inch L, 2.91 inch H

107: 19th Antique Jade Ruyi USD 1,200 - 1,500

The slender curved scepter elegantly worked on the ruyi-shaped head terminating in a large lingzhi head with two smaller attendant
lingzhi above, the curved shaft worked in high relief and openwork with several small branches issuing further lingzhi sprigs, the
stone of a grayish-celadon tone with russet veining. 7.0 inch L, 2.35 inch W

108: 19th Antique Pair Manchu Style Jade Pendants USD 800 - 900

Both of rectangular form carved to one side with mythical animals playing on the ground, surmounted by scrolling clouds pierced with
an aperture, one suspending a carved jade in the shape of large lotus flower with six apertures, further decorated with one agarwood
bead, one beeswax bead, and one agate bead, the other one suspending with a carved agate bead in the form of a mythical animal,
surmounted by a carved jade of curled lotus leaf. 5.14-5.43 inch L

109: 18th Antique Jade Jadeite Pendant USD 2,000 - 2,500

Of previous imperial used, the natural color stone set with a jadeite of very good translucency and deep green color, suffused with
bright green streaks to a lighter background, depicting a sinuous dragon in archaistic form surrounded by ruyi clouds, all work in
openwork, further suspended on an old stand. 2.01 inch L, 1.32 inch W

110: 19th Antique White Jade Catfish USD 1,200 - 1,600

Well worked in openwork in the form of a pair of catfish grasping a lingzhi stem, the bodies detailed with long finely incised fins and
curled tails, the lingzhi stem further issuing furled leaves, the smoothly paginated translucent stone of an even white color with small
portion of gray dots, further pierced at the lingzhi fungi with an aperture, suspended on an old stand. 2.52 inch L, 1.56 inch W

111: 19th Antique Pale Celadon Jade Pendant USD 4,000 - 5,000

Comprising of a rounded rectangular form with a mythical beast surmounted the pendant, carved to the front side with a bird
standing next to a fruity plant with leafy branch, reversed carved with four characters, the edge framed by the animal fur, the stone of
a pale celadon color. 2.78 inch L, 1.78 inch W

112: 18-19th Antique Pair Manchu Style Jade Carving USD 800 - 900

One of beaded tassel form suspending an Amethyst stone carved in the shape of a fish with lotus spray, one carved nut bead, a jade
pebble, an agate bead, small coral beads, all leading to a carved white jade mythical beast; the other one of pale celadon jade
plaque, carved in the form of a lingzhi fungi, carved in one side with two birds resting, reversed with four characters, suspending silk
tassel. 2.54-8.75 inch L
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113: Group of Antique Jade Plaques USD 800 - 900

Consisting of five pieces of jade plaques. One reticulated in circular form depicting a phoenix among magnolia flower scrolls, the
stone of chicken bone color with gray inclusions; one carved in the form of intertwined ropes forming an irregular symmetrical shape
in reticulated work, the stone of pale celadon color with opaque icy inclusion; one of flattened circular form pierced with a central
aperture, worked on both sides with the 'grain' pattern, the stones of a grayish celadon tone with calcified icy inclusions; one carved
as a circular form of a blossom flower with the central aperture reticulated of a pair of symmetrical butterflies, the stone of pale
celadon color; one reticulated in circular form depicting a boy with a carp fish with a dragon head above turbulent sea, the stone of
chicken bone color with russet inclusions. 2.13-2.34 inch L

114: 19th Style Antique Cinnabar Screen USD 3,500 - 5,500

Of rectangular form, the stands with latticework frames containing rectangular panels, the exterior superbly carved in multiple levels
of relief with a continuous scene of a scholarly gathering with one literates, the reverse decorated in landscape pavilion pattern. 22.6
inch H; 12. 2 inch W

115: 19th Antique Large Cinnabar Lacquer Dish USD 40,000 - 60,000

Of circular form, with shallow everted sides supported on a short tapered foot, carved through rich layers of cinnabar lacquer, the
interior with a pair of phoenix surrounded by meandering lotus sprays, repeated on the exterior, with a key-fret border at the foot, the
base lacquered black, inscribed with Chinese characters and two signs. 13.8 inch Diameter; 1.8 inch H

116: 18-19th Antique Cinnabar Lacquer Double Gourd Vase USD 3,500 - 4,500

The auspicious form with slightly flattened sides, the edges a reticulated in plain narrow bands, the upper bulb set with a central
medallion to either side enclosing a mother-of-pearl inlaid Da character on a lacquer ground and bordered by further mother-of-pearl,
the lower bulb with a Ji character within similarly decorated medallions, all reserved against finely carved scrolling peony blooms. 16
inch H; 10.5 inch W

117: 19th Antique Pair of Carved Amethyst USD 1,200 - 1,500

One stone deftly carved in the shape of a flattened rectangular vase surrounded by four Buddhist lions chasing each other in pursing
of brocade balls, the stone of translucent light purple hue with icy inclusions, fitted with a ruyi scroll wood stand; the other one carved
as a boy leaning on a slender rectangular screen carved with bamboo trees on the surface, the boy further carved standing in a
casual position detailed with a smiling face with his left hand holding a leafy lingzhi fungi, fitted with a wood stand. 5.04 - 7.20 inch H,
2.02 - 4.59 inch W

118: 18th Antique Rock Crystal Vase USD 2,000 - 2,500

Carved with rectangular form with a C-shape handle of ruyi shape, the other side carved with a ram head below the cover, the
waisted neck with a band of carved rope, the body carved with vertical plantain leaves pointing towards the base, all supported on a
short spreading foot, the domed cover carved with a rounded spade shape final. 5.30 inch H, 3.76 inch W

119: 18th Antique Tea Crystal Vase USD 8,000 - 12,000

The well hollowed tea crystal of flattened globular form raised on a low foot, with square-shaped handles below a fitted cover, further
carved around the neck with archaistic patterns, the tightly fit domed cover surmounted by a raised knob, the transparent black tea
stone picked out with a few natural inclusions, predominantly near the base. 4.96 inch H, 2.85 inch W
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120: 19th Antique Pair of Amethyst Carvings USD 1,000 - 1,200

One ornament with the body carved, pierced and hollowed as a bird resting beside a large lotus pod, the head turned sharply to the
side grasping a lotus spray in it beak, the bird and lotus via undercut carving, with the finer details rendered in lower relief, the
translucent stone of pale purple color with icy inclusion, fitted with a wood stand; the other rendered as a washer of a peach form, the
well hollowed body supported by gnarled branch issuing leafy stems around the peach, further carved with a bat climbing on the
side. 3 - 3.14 inch L, 2.64 - 2.69 inch W

121: 19th Antique Gilt Wood Pendant USD 400 - 500

The large size wood pendant carved in fan-shape rectangular form, carved to the front in high relief of a scholar holding a feather fan
resting on a craggy rock with his attendant holding a lotus spray standing next to him, flanked by carved scrolls with prunes flower
branches, red lacquer on the base. 23 inch L, 7 inch W

122: Late 19th Antique Carved Bamboo Figural Ship USD 1,000 - 1,200

Worked in the form of a flat-bottomed boat on a bed of swirling waves, the bow covered with an arched woven roof and the mast
folded on the side, with a paddle stick leaning diagonally against the roof hanging a cloak, with a scholar and two attendants resting
on one side of the boat. fitted with a wood stand. 14.5 inch L, 5.5 inch H

123: 19th Antique Agarwood Figure USD 1,500 - 1,600

In the form of jagged rock formation, carved as an upright mountainous landscape depicting scholars and attendants, the jagged
cliffs an pathways harbored with blossoming pine and wutong trees, the reverse similarly detailed, with a fitted wood stand. 8.8 inch
L, 7.3 inch H

124: 19th Antique Gilt Wood Figure Warrior USD 1,500 - 1,600

Comprising of eight gilt wood warriors, two riding on mythical beast, six of them riding horses, each depicted with the arms and
hands at waist-level posed to hold a weapon, wearing chain-mail armor over flowing robes, all above red lacquer wood base. 5.13 -
6.25 inch H, 3.39 - 3.80 inch W

125: Japanese Antique Pair of Meiji Period Wood Buddha USD 600 - 800

Comprising of two Japanese wood Buddhas, on carved standing on top of a lotus pedestal situated on an ornate platform, dressed in
a flowing robe with hair arranged in an ushnisha, framed by a flaming mandorla, the other one carved as a seated figure of Buddha,
dressed in loose-fitting robes, his hands in dhyana mudra, the meditative face framed by large ears and a domed ushnisha, the
figure with two lugs in the back to secure the detachable mandorla. 10.25 - 13.1 inch H, 4.11 - 4.15 inch W

126: 18th or Later Gilt Bronze Buddha USD 3,000 - 4,000

The crowned buddha cast seated in dhyanasana with the hands in Bhumisparsha Mudra, with flowing ribbons around the arms, with
a slender face, a high forehead and prominent eyebrows, raised on a double-lotus base. 7 inch H, 4.59 inch W

127: Ming Dynasty Antique Gilt Bronze God of Wealth USD 2,000 - 2,200

Cast seated and dressed in voluminous official robes, the hands held in front of the body in mudra, wearing long robes covering his
hands and legs open in the chest revealing a necklace, the serene face with dense beard topped with an official-like crown, a knot
tied to the chest with ribbon extending to the hem. 10.25 inch H
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128: 19th Antique Gilt Bronze Buddha USD 2,200 - 2,500

Cast seated in lalitasana on a double-lotus base, the right hand lowered in vitarkamudra and the left hand raised to the chest, further
decorated along the left arm with a curled stems of uptala lotuses, dressed in a dhoti embellished with beaded jewelry, the tall
headdress surmounted by an Amitabha Buddha. 6.25 inch H, 4.17 inch W

129: Yuan Or Ming Dynasty Antique Gilt-Bronze Guanyin USD 2,000 - 2,200

Seated in vajraparyankasana, the shoulders flanked by kundika supported by lotus blossoms, the stems extending from the palms,
the right hand holding a bottle of elixir, the deity with a high scrolling jatamakuta encircled by a crown above elaborate jewelry,
wearing fitted robes hemmed with scrolling lotus and open at the chest to reveal a necklace, the face with a serene downcast
expression, the dhoti falling in folds about the seat, supported by a double lotus base with pendent sashes near the corners. 10.4
inch H

130: 18th or Later Gilt Bronze Medicine Buddha USD 3,500 - 4,000

The deity seated in dhyanasana on a double lotus base, his loose robes falling from the left shoulder leaving the chest bare, both
hands raised in dharmachakra mudra (teaching gesture), the face with gentle smile and framed by long pendulous ears and hair
curled into tight 'knots' surmounted by an ushnisha below a gilt cintamani pearl. 6.25 inch H, 4.43 inch W

131: Wanli Mark Probably of the Period Antique Jar USD 5,000 - 6,000

The ovoid body surmounted by a short slightly waisted neck, deftly painted around the lobed body in apple green color with
pomegranate, grape, and peach plants by dense same colored curling foliage issuing attendant leafy branches, the shoulder further
decorated with overlapping leaves within double red band, between a border of same colored petal lappets encircling the foot, the
base glazed and inscribed in cobalt blue with a six-character Wanli mark within a lobed circular panel reserved in white. 12.25 inch
H, 10.25 inch W

132: 18th Antique Export Porcelain Vase USD 1,800 - 2,500

Elegantly potted with a pear-shaped body supported on a splayed foot, gracefully rising to a tall waisted neck flaring at the rim,
painted to the exterior with two large panels depicting figures against garden view, with one leaf panel depicting river and mountain
landscape, the neck decorated with a small ruyi scroll panel with landscape scene, reverse with bright orange color enamel ground
with blue floral patterns, a large chilong dragon attached from the body to the neck forming the arch handle, fitted with a domed
cover. 12 inch H, 7.5 inch W

133: 18th Antique Blue and White Vase USD 800 - 900

Well potted with a tapering oval body resting on a concave foot, rising to a tall and rounded shoulder and a conical neck, painted with
a cobalt blue color with various butterflies and flowers patterns below the lingzhi scrolls around the shoulder, the neck painted with
straight plantain leaves, the base painted with auspicious patterns within individual panel. 10.6 inch H, 7 inch W

134: Ming Antique Longquan Censer USD 1,000 - 1,200

The thickly potted globular body supported on three cabriolet-shaped legs and surmounted by a short upright neck with everted rim
applied on the shoulders with L-shaped handles, covered overall with a thick green glaze, the base attached to a circular plate
pierced with a circular aperture and encircled by a thick unglazed ring. 4.86 inch H, 4.48 inch W
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135: 18th Export Antique Famille Rose Kuangtong Bowl USD 5,000 - 6,000

The large Chinese export famille rose bowl with deep rounded sides rising from the short straight foot to an everted rim, well painted
with four panels of two depicting figures on garden terraces and the other two with flowers and birds, the central medallion painted
with the similar scene, the exterior repeated with the same design, reserved on an green stem and colorful floral ground, the base
inscribed with a six-character Qianlong mark. 16.4 inch Diameters, 7.95 inch H

136: Ming Antique SanCai Bowl USD 800 - 1,200

The bowl potted with deep rounded sides rising from a short everted rim, bowl freely covered overall save for the base with splashes
of a green, yellow and brown glaze forming a floral patterns with various petals radiating from the center. 3.30 inch H, 6.10 inch
Diameters

137: Song Antique LongQuan Carved Porcelain Bowl USD 1,200 - 1,500

The gently rounded sides rising from a short foot, the interior skillfully carved with a central stylized flower head, encircled by
undulating lotus scrolls, the exterior with overlapping petals, covered overall save for the foot ring with an olive-green glaze. 4.79
inch Diameters, 2.17 inch H

138: Early 20th Antique Enameled Bowl USD 15,000 - 20,000

The steeply rounded sides rising to an everted rim, the exterior enameled with four characters Ri Chang Ji Fo in individual panel with
pink background, surrounded by lotus dense scrolls, all on a yellow ground, the interior and the base enameled in apply green color,
with a Qianlong mark on the base. 5.81 inch Diameters, 2.87 inch H

139: 19th Antique Pair Famille Rose Porcelain Dishes USD 800 - 900

Each of the dish with shallow rounded sides rising from a short straight foot to a flaring rim, painted in bright colors around the
interior with historical figures of hero, each with two different names flanking the figure, the medallion painted with one famous poet
resting in a casual position, the base inscribed with a six-character Taokuang mark. 8.90 inch Diameters

140: 17-18th Antique Blue&White Dish USD 800 - 1,200

The rounded sides rising to a slightly flared rim, painted to the interior with large lotus blossoms on dense curling foliate stems and
smaller sprays, the exterior similarly decorated with a continuous band of scrolling lotus, the base left unglazed. 5.3 inch Diameter;
1.6 inch H

141: Ming Antique Export Clake Blue and White Dish USD 2,500 - 3,500

The rounded sides rising from a short tapered foot to an everted rim, the interior painted in rich cobalt-blue tones to the center with
ducks standing on a rocky outcrop beside a lotus pond, below radiating panels of flowers and precious objects below the rim. 19 inch
Diameters, 3.25 inch H

142: Ming Wanli Antique Large Export Blue and White Dish USD 2,500 - 3,500

The interior boldly painted in deep cobalt-blue with a shaped panel encircling a scene of a pair of geese beside a river, framed by
shaped panels enclosing various diaper grounds, surrounded by large floral lappets enclosing further geometric patterns, peaches
and auspicious objects extending over the cavetto and wide flaring rim, the exterior painted with roundels enclosing floral sprays.
19.1 inch Diameters
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143: Kuangxu Period Antique Pair Lamp Cover USD 3,000 - 3,500

Each of baluster form rising from a smaller short rim to a bigger one, the exterior finely enameled with four lingzhi panels enclosing
characters saying "Wan Shou Wu Jiang", meaning longevity. Further decorated among dense lotus scrolls in apple green enamel, all
between stylized ruyi bands around the shoulder and upright leaves around the base, the lamp stand supported on a upside down
conical base with a slender cylindrical neck to a straight upright rim,further inscribed with six character Qianlong mark. 8.75 inch H,
5.25 inch W

144: Song Antique Yaozhou Tea Cup USD 1,200 - 1,800

The cup of five-lobed section with a barbed rim, raised on a short splayed stem, around the rim and above the base carved with thin
vertical concave lines around the body, the interior incised with flower petals, applied overall including on the base with a
olive-celadon glaze saving for the foot revealing the orange body, resting on a stand with a pentalobed rim and trefoil-pierced foot.
3.54 inch Diameters, 1.68 inch H (cup size); 5.08 inch Diameters, 1.03 inch H (stand size)

145: 19th Antique Zitan Lingzhi Ruyi USD 1,500 - 1,800

Naturalistically carved in openwork with gnarled lingzhi branch and entwined with a slender branch of long leafy stem forming the
curved shaft, the knotted and burled branches extending to form a large lingzhi fugi with a smaller one attached to it as the head of
the scepter, the wood of rich purple-brown patina. 16 inch L, 3.32 inch W

146: 19th Style Antique Carved Lingzhi Luohan Ruyi USD 800 - 900

The long gracefully curving scepter terminating in a formal lingzhi head carved with four luohan holding their attributions while a
sinuous dragon flying above, connected to an arched shaft set with small lingzhi fungus around, the front finely carved with the rest
of the 'Eighteen Luohan' each holding their respective attributes all reserved on a diaper ground. 11.5 inch L, 2.88 inch W

147: 18th Antique Pair of Carved Bamboo Wine Cups USD 3,000 - 3,500

Each of conical form, deftly carved on the exterior in high relief with leafy bamboo and stems bearing clusters of large lingzhi, the
base formed from further large lingzhi heads in openwork, extended upwards on one side forming a handle of intertwined bamboo
and lingzhi, the glossy patina of a chestnut-brown color, fitted with a carved wood stand in the form of gnarled roots. 3.02 inch H,
4.49 inch L, 2.82 inch W

148: 19th Antique Zitan Wine Cup USD 1,200 - 1,500

The cup displaying a superb polish and generous proportions, the dark purple material lightening towards the rim to a glossy
honey-russet tone, carved in an outstanding fashion with a flared conical-section libation cup tapering evenly towards a slightly inset
base, and incised with a key fret border on the outer rim, spectacularly accented with a mythical horned animal grasping a large
lingzhi spray forming the base upside down from the cup. 3.84 inch H, 3.41 inch W

149: 18th Antique Boxwood Goose USD 800 - 900

Carved in the form of a recumbent goose grasping in its beak a spray of lotus, its wings folded along its body and its web feet neatly
tucked beneath, its head turned backward, suspending with two tassels. 4.5 inch L; 2.8 inch H
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150: 19th Antique Zitan Wine Cup USD 2,200 - 2,500

Caved in the form of an archaistic bronze cup shape, work around the central body with archaistic scrolls below a band of geometric
patterns at the rim, spectacularly accented with two qilong dragons writhing over the shoulder in pursuit of each other forming the
handle, the flared foot fitted with a wood stand. 3.69 inch H, 5.19 inch W

151: 16-17th Antique Large Size Amber USD 15,000 - 25,000

Rare and antique, deftly carved in high relief of jagged rock, the stone of a golden caramel-brown tone streaked with darker
inclusions, wood stand. 6.5 inch H, 6.2 inch W, 860g

152: 19th Antique Amber Prayer Beads USD 1,000 - 1,200

The prayer beads comprising of eighteen nature amber beads each of circular shape, equally spaced by two carved nut beads,
leading to a beaded string with coral, amethyst, carved nut, chicken bone color jade beads, with a yellow jade pebble carved in the
form of a goose with slender neck, further enhanced with two small carved jade tassels. 4.77 inch Diameters

153: 19th Antique Box of Agarwood USD 1,000 - 1,200

Composed of seven pieces agarwood and one prayer bead. The prayer bead spaced by two agate beads, the cover painted with a
continuous scene, depicting boys and pavilion.

154: 19th Antique Box of Washer, Jade, Ink stone Seal USD 3,000 - 4,000

Comprising of a four-tier carved wood box and each layer stored different items, the first layer with a square porcelain saucer painted
with dragons on the inside, with a Jiajing mark on the base, the second layer with two glazed washer and one with Kuangxu mark,
the third layer with two drawers, one with bronze seals, carved jade washer and jade seal, the other with a carved jade brush rest,
the last layer with a carved ink stone, the box further carved with lingzhi fungus patterns around the exterior. 14 inch H, 11 inch W

155: Song Antique Carved Wood Buddha USD 2,000 - 3,000

Seated in rajalilasana, left hand resting on the leg holding a box, right hand raised to the ear forming a hearing posture, the body
slightly leaning to the right, dressed in a long flowing robe falling into elegant folds, the hair naturally fell along the shoulders, further
decorated with jewelry, the face with a benevolent expression, all supported on a rocky plinth. 12.25 inch H, 11.5 inch W

156: 18th Antique Gilt Bronze Medicine Buddha USD 8,000 - 10,000

The buddha cast seated in dhyanasana with his hands raised in Dharmachakra Mudra, wearing a simple dhoti with floral border, the
face with downcast eyes and meditative expression, flanked by long pendulous ears. 12 inch H, 8.75 inch W

157: 18th Antique Bronze Nepal Buddha USD 500 - 800

The large repoussÃ© figure molded seated on a separate lotus base, the right leg naturally fell down the base supported by a
mythical beast forming the throne, the hands held together supporting a vajra, wearing a simple dhoti and elaborate beaded jewelry,
the face with meditative expression. 7.75 inch H, 4.23 inch W
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158: 18-19th Antique Gilt Bronze Guru USD 1,200 - 1,500

The guru seated upon a cushion base incised with lotus patterns, with the right foot slightly extended, his right hand raised to the
chest in Dharmachakra and left hand extended in vitarka mudra, wearing a dhoti and a shawl wrapped around his left shoulder, his
face with a furious expression framed by pendulous ears. 5.59 inch H, 4.64 inch W

159: 18th Antique Gilt Bronze Buddha USD 30,000 - 40,000

Seated with legs crossed above an incised cushion, his hands held up to the chest holding a pearl in between, dressed in a vest and
billowing sanghati incised at the hems and falling in undulating folds onto the seat, his face in meditative expression and framed by
long pendulous ears. 7.5 inch H, 6.5 inch W

160: 19th Antique Carved Horn Figures USD 1,200 - 1,500

Carved standing foursquare, depicting a scholar standing on the top of frog, the serene face with a meditative expression. 5.3 inch H;
1.8 inch W

161: 18th Antique Carved Kuixing Figure USD 800 - 900

The figure identified as Kui Xing, the god who ruled the examinations in Chinese mythology. Carved standing with his left foot
holding a brush in his right hand over his head, his left hand holding an Chinese official head, implying the auspicious meaning of
passing the test and getting the champion, supported by a mythical beast base, with reticulated ruyi clouds over his shoulder with
bats among. 6.30 inch H, 2.27 inch W

162: 19th Antique Carved Soapstone Figure USD 800 - 900

Carved seated with one leg raised, his arms raised holding a vase, cloaked in long robes falling into neat pleats and hemmed with
floral scrolls, the face with a benevolent expression, the stone of translucent milky white color with dark grey veining, the robe further
painted with pink and blue colors. 6.0 inch H, 3.32 inch W

163: 19th Antique Shoushan Stone Luohan USD 1,200 - 1,400

Finely carved as a luohan seated on a base with irregular and jagged edges, the figure rendered reclining on a gnarled and rocky
outcrop on his right whilst holding a prayer bead in his right hand with his left hand holding a lotus spray, depicted dressed in loose
robes with hems incised with Indian lotus blooms, traces of poly chrome pigments. 4.76 inch H, 5.14 inch W

164: 19th Antique Shoushan Stone Luohan USD 1,200 - 1,400

Carved seated with the right elbow propped on an animated lion along his side, the loose garment fluttering in folds over the bent
legs, all supported on a cloud-form base, traces of poly chrome pigments. 4.18 inch H, 3.17 inch W

165: 19th Antique Lingzhi Washer with Mythical Beast USD 1,200 - 1,500

The shallow flat-base washer potted in the shape of a peach with irregular incurved sides and a wavy profile, set to one side with a
large mythical beast modeled at the rim attached to a bent branch issuing various lingzhi fungus issued from gnarled branch, the
washer of a warm light brown color. 6.5 inch L, 5.5 inch W
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166: 18th or Later Antique Agarwood Mountain USD 2,200 - 2,500

The agarwood intricately carved in the form of a mountain landscape, with one scholar standing by the mountain foot with his
attendance around him, the background further depicted a small house with fence in the front yard, fitted with a wood stand. 5.40
inch L, 3.91 inch H, 2.94 inch W

167: 19th Antique Zitan Lingzhi Washer USD 800 - 900

Elegantly carved in the form of an auspicious fungus with undulating sides and a flat base, the shallow washer with low walls carved
in the shape of a lingzhi and auxiliary chamber, the outlines carefully grooved, all raised on three short waisted feet, the wood of dark
rich purple hue. 6 inch L, 5 inch W

168: 17-18th Antique Bronze Figure USD 600 - 800

Carved in the round with horns facing to the rear above the pressed-back ears, the details on the head all incised, standing on legs
that lean slightly back, one boy in sitting position on the top of horn back, with the right hand up, holding a book and reading. 10.2
inch L; 9.3 inch H

169: 19th or Later Antique Jade Seal USD 2,000 - 3,000

Of square form, well worked in the form of a pair of dragons crouching on their haunches atop the seal, each horned mythical beast
depicted with long curling whiskers flanking a mouth revealing sharp fangs, the upper edges of the intertwined scaly bodies adorned
with well-pronounced bosses simulating prominent spinal columns, the center of the dragon final pierced through with an aperture,
the stone of a dark green tone with areas of darker speckling. 2.77 inch W, 3.07 inch H

170: Late 19th Antique Carved Stone Table Screen USD 1,000 - 1,200

Of rectangular form, the front deftly and deeply worked in varying levels of relief, depicting an idyllic scene of a Guanyin surrounded
by ruyi clouds, sitting beside a crouching attendant by a fenced podium emerging from ragged rock work, the scene framed on the
left with tall pine trees on jagged rocks, all bordered by a key-fret band, raised on a zitan wood stand carved with stylised dragon
patterns. 7.25 inch W, 10.25 inch L

171: Tang Antique Pair of Sancai-Glazed Earth Spirits USD 8,000 - 12,000

Each mythical beast with the powerful body of a lion and the legs and cloven hooves of a deer, with flame-like wings protruding from
the shoulders, the human features of the first with large focused eyes, short nose and full lips, and with large flaring elephant-like
ears and a flame-like hair and horn rising, the body covered in a chestnut glaze, with the chest, the back and the wings splashed with
cream and green, the front hooves in cream and the rear hooves in green. 20.5 - 20.75 inch H, 7.5 inch W

172: 19th Antique Natural Color Jadeite Guanyin USD 12,000 - 15,000

Finely carved seated in "Royal Ease", wearing a long flowing robe open at the chest and holding a prayer bead in her left hand, side
extending lotus spray, the stone of very celadon tone, with a fitted wood stand. 7.1 inch H, 5.5 inch W

173: 18-19th Antique Gilt Bronze Mythical Beast Seal USD 10,000 - 12,000

The recumbent mythical beast cast with the face of a Qilin, body of a dragon covered in fish scales, thin legs with hooves feet tucked
under the body, and the mane and tail of a lion, the bushy tail extended to the underside with a ruyi shape final, the face further
detailed with bulging eyes and broad snout below horned head, with the mouth wide open revealing a fierce expression, resting on
top of a square base, the underside cast with a vertical nine-character mark in a cartouche. 1.90 inch H, 2.31 inch W
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174: 17-18th Antique Mandarin Duck USD 1,800 - 2,200

The recumbent bird with its head turned slightly to one side, grasping a curved stem of budding lotus in its back, its wings folded on
the sides, finely detailed with plumage, with a fitted wood stand. 7 inch L, 5.8 inch H

175: 18-19th Antique Gilt Bronze Zong Ka Ba USD 5,000 - 5,500

The finely-cast buddha depicted seated cross-legged in lalitasana on a double-lotus throne framed by beaded borders, the hands
held in dharmacakrapravartana, the eyes downcast with a serene expression, the shoulders flanked by a book and sword of wisdom
atop lotus flowers, wearing a ceremonial hat and modest robes incised at the hems. 8.75 inch H, 6.6 inch W

176: 19th Antique Gilt Bronze Milarepa USD 3,500 - 4,000

The deity expertly carved seated in lalitasana on a double-lotus base with a beaded upper edge, the left foot raised and rest on a
large animal skin covering the base, the left hand raised in vitarka mudra, the right hand holding a vajra, the face depicted with a
serene expression and crowned with a five-leaf tiara atop neatly tied back hair, the figure elaborately adorned with beaded jewelry. 6
inch H, 5.35 inch W

177: 19th Antique Gilt Bronze Buddha USD 4,000 - 5,000

The buddha cast seated on a square base heavily incised with lotus scrolls, the hands raised to the chest in a holding position,
further detailed with head slightly turning down with a meditation expression, flanked by a pair of large earrings. 9.5 inch H, 7.15 inch
W

178: 19th Antique Wucai Vase USD 1,000 - 1,200

The ovoid body supported on a short foot gently rising t o a waisted neck, flaring to mouth, the exterior painted in landscape human
figures, depicting scholars are talking under the pine tree, side with shi-shi, all against black glaze background. 18.8 inch H, 7.8 inch
W

179: Ming Antique Longquan Celadon Glazed 'Trigram' Vase USD 1,500 - 1,800

Modeled after the archaic jade prototype, the body of square section rising from a short straight circular foot to a tapering circular
neck with a lipped rim, molded with the 'Trigrams' to each of the four sides, covered overall in a rich olive-green glaze with brown and
icy crackles saving for the foot rim. 9.76 inch H, 3.34 inch W

180: Ming Antique Celadon Glazed Trigram Vase USD 800 - 900

The body of square section rising from a short straight circular foot to a tapering circular neck with a lipped rim, molded with the
Trigrams to each of the four sides, covered overall in a pale celadon glaze with large light brown crackles saving for the foot rim. 9.25
inch H, 3.35 inch W

181: 18th Antique White Glazed Vase USD 1,200 - 1,500

The pear-shaped vase rising from a slightly flared foot with a slender cylindrical neck, cast with a clambering chilong around the neck
below a thick flare inverted mouth, flanked by a pair of loop handles in the form of ruyi cloud scroll, carved around the neck and the
globular body with horizontal ribs, applied overall with an grayish white glaze saving for the foot rim. 10.50 inch H, 5.25 inch W
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182: Ming Antique Celadon Glazed Censer USD 600 - 800

The compressed globular body supported on three tapering legs, covered overall save for the feet in a olive-celadon glaze with
brown and icy crackles, the glaze pooling to a mushroom tone along the rim. 2.23 inch H, 3.42 inch Diameters

183: Song Style Antique Changsha Jar USD 1,200 - 1,500

Robustly potted with a baluster body rising from a flat base to a wide everted flange, the shoulder of the vessel bordered with a
mythical animal head and evenly applied with four ring handles molded in the form of the mythical animal's legs, covered overall with
a pale grayish-green glaze with gray and brown crackle. 4.91 inch H, 7.75 inch W

184: Ming Antique Longquan Vase USD 1,200 - 1,500

The globular body rising to a tall cylindrical ribbed neck and a flared rim, the bulbous body boldly carved with large peony blooms
amidst broad curling leaves, above blades of grass rising from the tapered foot, the peony blossoms continuing to the neck between
raised bands, covered overall in a crackled and bubble-suffused sea-green glaze. 9.05 inch H, 4.53 inch W

185: Late Ming Antique Bronze Mounted Gourd Vase USD 1,800 - 2,200

Elegantly potted with a globular lower bulb supporting a slightly smaller upper bulb with a narrow mouth, painted in rich cobalt-blue
tones to the lower bulb with two large phoenixes flying among ruyi clouds, the upper bulb with birds amidst ruyi clouds and the neck
with a metal mount mouth, the reverse inscribed with the six-character Jia Jing mark. 12 inch H, 5.5 inch W

186: 18th Antique Yongzheng Style Ji Lan Dish USD 800 - 900

Evenly potted with narrow fluted sides and pointed tips resembling the petals of a chrysanthemum flower, radiating around a slightly
recessed center and continuing on the exterior across the short straight foot, the interior and exterior covered with a rich deep blue
glaze thinning to white at the rim. 8 inch Diameters

187: Late Ming Antique Blue and White Dish USD 800 - 1,000

The shallow rounded sides rising from a short foot to an everted bracket-lobed rim, painted in rich cobalt-blue to the interior with a
medallion enclosing a long-tailed bird amongst peonies and magnolia, encircled by a flower-filled lotus lappet band, the base left
unglazed revealing the orange color body. 7.05 inch Diameters

188: Early 20th Antique Dish USD 800 - 1,000

With gently rounded sides rising from a slightly tapered foot, boldly painted to the interior in green tones of underglazed blue with a
dragon in pursuit of a "flaming pearl" above crested waves and amidst cloud and flame scrolls, all enclosed within ring borders, the
base inscribed with Kangxi reign mark within a double circle. 12 inch Diameter; 1.8 inch H

189: Song Style Antique Dingyao Dish USD 800 - 900

Well modeled with shallow sides rising from a short foot, the wall moulded with lobed patterns, the flat center of the interior finely
moulded with a key fret band encircling a striding Buddhist lion reaching towards a lotus flower spray, the mythical scene further
highlighted with scrolling motifs, applied with a clear creamy-white glaze pooling in areas. 7.9 inch Diameters
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190: Liao Antique Dingyao Bowl USD 2,000 - 3,000

With deep rounded sides rising from a short foot, the sides rising from a broad base to the gently flaring and inverted rim, the interior
deftly incised with a lotus spray, the rim further carved with ruyi clouds scrolls, applied overall with a translucent beige-tinged glaze
saving for the foot rim revealing the light brown color body. 8.5 inch Diameters, 2.39 inch H

191: 19th Antique Taokuang Mark Coral Red Washer USD 800 - 1,000

Of compressed baluster form, the deep rounded sides rising from a tapered foot, painted around the exterior in coral red color with a
frieze of two five-claw dragons pacing amid flickering flames in pursuit of 'flaming pearls', below a border of geometric patterns at the
rim covered in a pale wash, the foot ring encircled with a continuous turbulent sea, the base inscribed with a six-character Taokuang
mark in coral-red. 4.18 inch H, 6.5 inch W

192: South Song Antique Large Changsha Censer USD 1,200 - 1,500

The bulbous body carved with one bowstring band at the rim, above the waisted neck and rounded shoulder, the shoulders set with
opposing angular handles after an archaic bronze prototype, all supported on three hollow cabriolet legs, cover overall in a
olive-green glaze with brown and icy crackles saving for the base and the lower part of the legs. 7 inch H, 8 inch W

193: Late Ming Style Antique Porcelain Jar USD 30,000 - 50,000

The rounded oval body rising from a short floral shape base, the walls molded with concave lobed ribs forming the lobed body and
the rim, painted in copper red around the exterior with phoenix and dragon patterns among ruyi clouds, between ruyi scrolls band
around the shoulder and the base. 5.93 inch W, 4.93 inch H

194: Ming Wanli Antique Blue and White Jar USD 2,000 - 3,000

Of square baluster form rising from a slightly tapered foot to a short square neck, each side brightly painted in cobalt blue depicting a
scene of ducks among lotus stems, below a ruyi scroll band around the shoulder and above panels with floral scroll towards the
base, the foot rim left unglazed. 5.15 inch H, 4.54 inch W

195: 18th or Later Antique Red Flambe Glazed Vase USD 1,200 - 1,500

The pear shaped body rising from a short spreading foot to a tall waisted neck, one chilong climbing on the neck, the exterior
covered with a brilliant straberry glaze draining to apple green from the rim, the base inscribed with Kangxi mark in underglazed blue.
8 inch H; 3.5 inch W

196: 18th or Later Antique Copper Red Vase USD 800 - 1,200

Rising from a short foot to a tapering ovoid body, surmounted by a waisted neck terminating in a flaring mouth rim, the exterior
covered with a rich, evenly applied dark-red glaze, the interior and base glazed white, the base with a six-character Kangxi seal mark
in underglazedd blue. 9.25 inch H, 3.75 inch W

197: Five Dynasty Style Antique Mi Se Glazed Vase USD 2,200 - 2,500

The globular body rising from a short tapering foot to a tall slender cylindrical neck, finely molded around the exterior with eight
vertical ribs crossing from the neck to the base, forming concave panels, the ribs extended along the neck to the rim, covered overall
in an even honey-celadon glaze. 9.5 inch H, 4.22 inch W
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198: Late Ming Antique Celadon Color Censer USD 2,000 - 2,500

The cylindrical ribbed body rising from three short feet with animal face to an inverted dished rim, terminated by a projecting flat
border with two pierced "U" handles, covered overall in an celadon glaze save for an unglazed medallion on the base. 4.65 inch H,
4.61 inch W

199: 14th Korean Antique Pair Celadon Porcelain Oil Lamp USD 400 - 500

Each of the slightly slender conical post rising from a shallow inverted circular dish to a semispherical vessel forming the oil
container, further decorated with three vertical ribs at the rim, applied overall with a celadon glaze saving for the base revealing the
brown and chocolate color of the body. 10.4 inch H, 7.25 inch W

200: 18th Korean Antique Celadon Porcelain Vase USD 300 - 400

The cylindrical body rising from a low foot-rim to a slightly canted shoulder sweeping up to a tall cylindrical neck, all below a wide
everted dished rim with slightly upturned lip, covered overall with a rich spinach-green glaze, further painted with flying cranes
around the body. 9.75 inch H, 4.5 inch W

201: 18th Antique Pair Blue and White Cups USD 2,500 - 2,800

Each of the rounded sides rising to an everted rim, delicately painted around the exterior with a continuous band of lotus and
chrysanthemum blooms borne on a stylized curvilinear leafy stem, below the leafy band around the rim, the interior with a medallion
radiating from the center within a single blue ring, below a ruiyi scrolls band at the rim, the dish rising from a flaring foot with the
similar patterns on the interior, the central medallion moulded with a supporter holding the cup. 3.71 inch Diameters, 1.98 inch H
(cup size), 4.71 inch Diameters, 2.13 inch H (dish size)

202: Qianlong Mark Antique Zisha Tea Pot with Enamel USD 8,000 - 12,000

Of compressed globular shape supporting a massive handle and spout separated by the fitted domed lid below a large finial, the
exteriors covered in colorful enameled lotus scrolls with ruyi scroll background, depicting two large panels with animals against
landscape background, with a Qian Long mark on the base. 4.95 inch H, 7.5 inch L

203: Liao Antique Cizhou White Porcelain Pillow USD 1,500 - 1,800

Of square bean shape with a sloping, slightly concave top incised through the white slip with a panel enclosing a single peony spray
with curling foliage reserved on a punched circled ground, the four walls carved with similar patterns, the slip surrounding the spray
carved away to reveal buff pottery, covered in a clear glaze stopping short of the flat base. 9.75 inch L, 7.05 inch W, 5.12 inch H

204: Ming Antique Large Blue and White 'Kraak' Bowl USD 2,000 - 2,500

The steep rounded sides rising to a slightly flared mouth rim, the exterior painted with a cussed panel enclosing flowers and
antique-filled lotus lappets, the interior boldly painted with a central roundel of geese among-st lotus and water weeds, the broad
flaring rim with radiating panels enclosing Precious Objects and peaches. 14.3 inch Diameters, 6.5 inch H

205: Yuan Antique Pair Porcelain Guanyin Figures USD 900 - 1,200

One work seated in dhyanasana with the right leg naturally fell on the base, and attired in princely raiment beneath an elaborate
diadem enclosing a miniature identifying image of Amitabha, the left hand upheld holding a cup modified from lotus leaf, while the
outstretched right hand resting on the right lap; the other one seated in dhyanasan with right hand upheld close to the chest, left
hand resting on the left leg, wearing loose robe and enameled in rich blue color. 4.87 - 6.25 inch H, 2.16 - 2.32 inch W
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206: Group 19th Antique Bronze Vase USD 400 - 600

The pear shaped body rising from a splayed foot, flanked by a pair of loop handles in the form of dragon heads; the other of ovoid
body rising to slightly flared rim, supported on three feet, the exterior painted with floral spray. 6.5-6.9 inch H

207: 19th Style Antique Zitan Lingzhi Brush rest USD 800 - 900

Skilfully worked in openwork in the form of pierced rocks with lingzhi fungus on gnarled branches issuing from the crevices, the
reverse similarly rendered with further thin twigs bearing small lingzhi fungus, the wood of dark rich purple color. 7.25 inch L, 3.73
inch H

208: Group of Japanese / Chinese Antique Books USD 300 - 350

Comprising of three famous Chinese antique books in Japanese version, one is Meng Zi book three, one is Da Xue, and one is Lun
Yu book three. 9 - 10 inch L, 6.4 - 7.1 inch W

209: 19th Antique Pair of Cloisonne Dogs USD 1,000 - 1,200

Each of the dogs with brass wires bent to form the entire design and then fused onto a copper body by heat. Each compartment of
the design was filled with the desired color of paint, fired in a kiln and then sanded. 9.75 inch H, 6.0 inch L

210: 19th Antique Large Jadeite Censer USD 3,000 - 3,500

The deep rounded sides set with a pair of carved dragon head handles each with a loose ring, the dragon head further detailed with
bulging eyes and incised manes, the stone of rich spinach-green tone with patches of white and black dots. 9.0 inch L, 3.4 inch H

211: Ming Antique White Jade Bracelet USD 600 - 800

Of circular, the white stone finely polished with slightly russet veins and icy inclusion. 3.24 inch Diameters

212: 19th Antique Carved Jade Hair Pin USD 500 - 700

Carved in rectangular shape crowned with ruyi cloud scrolls, carved in open work in the center with a lotus spray, further mounted
with bronze decorations with coral beads forming prunes flowers, with a long slender bronze stick forming the pin with silver
fan-shape tassels. 7.25 inch L, 2.55 inch W

213: Late 19th Meiji Period Japanese Gilt Wood Temple USD 2,000 - 3,000

The temple comprising of three tiers, rising from a square base, the central part delicately carved as a Buddhist temple with stairs
towards the main room, the oriental eaves suspending small bells, further surmounted with a conical Buddhist roof with four strings
of bells extended from each roof rib to the flaming top. 42 inch H, 25 inch W
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214: 18-19th Antique Lacquer Wood Stool USD 200 - 300

The frame top comprises of four stretchers with line, on the edges and with rounded corners. The legs also with molded edges, join
the top and base stretchers in pyramid joins. The surface further carved on a red lacquer ground with a group of ladies relaxing
under big pine tree, the legs incised with floral patterns. 19 inch H, 17 inch L, 11 inch W

215: 16-17th Antique Bronze Medicine Buddha USD 6,000 - 8,000

Seated in dhyanasana on a double-lotus base, his hands resting in dhyana mudra and supporting a bowl, wearing close-fitting robes
incised at the hems, the benevolent face centered by an urna, the tightly coiled hair rising over the ushnisha and topped by a finial.
7.25 inch H, 5.15 inch W

216: Ming Dynasty Antique Wood Guanyin USD 2,000 - 2,500

Carved standing on an oval base, wearing a dhoti falling in shaped folds from the waist to the feet and a scarf around the neck and
shoulders, the bare chest adorned with an elaborate necklace, the face with almond-shaped eyes and gentle smile beneath thick
locks of hair pulled up into a high chignon and framed by a foliate tiara, traces of polychrome decoration. 45 inch H, 11 inch W

217: 18th Antique Thai Carved Statue USD 600 - 800

Carved as a figure standing on his feet on a carved wood base, with his left hand resting on his left lap, right hand raised holding a
weapon now missing, wearing a tall crown above a furious face with mouth wide open revealing his teeth, the statue further painted
with red lacquer showing the stylized cloths. 28.25 inch H, 7.0 inch W

218: Antique Chinese Xuan De Mark Porcelain Dish USD 50,000 - 80,000

The rounded sides rising from a short tapering foot to a slightly everted rim, covered overall in a copper-red glaze save for the
white-glazed base and rim, Xuan De seal mark in underglazed blue. 8 inch Diamemters, 1.72 inch H

219: Late 19th Antique Pair Porcelain Hat Stands USD 1,200 - 1,500

Each of cylindrical section with six evenly spaced quadrilobed piercings, painted around the exterior with three historical figures with
their inscriptions on the side, matched with artist's seals, with a six-character Taokuang mark in red color on the base. 11.25 inch H,
4.6 inch W

220: Late 19th Antique Porcelain Pair Hat Stands USD 1,200 - 1,500

Of cylindrical section with six evenly spaced quadrilobed piercings, painted around the exterior with various historical figures each
with an inscription on the side, with a six-character Kuangxu mark in copper red in seal form. 11.25 inch H, 4.5 inch W

221: South Song Antique Changsha Jar USD 1,000 - 1,200

The tapered ovoid body rising to a short neck with wide stepped and galleried rim, a band of incised lines encircling the shoulder, set
around the shoulder with four arched lug-handles impressed with a geometric pattern, covered with a lustrous olive-green glaze with
brown and icy crackles stopping well above the foot revealing the chocolate color body. 6.6 inch H, 5.25 inch W
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222: 18-19th Antique Ge Type Vase USD 800 - 1,000

The body of compressed globular form, rising to a tall cylindrical neck with a garlic mouth, covered overall with a pale grey glaze
suffused with an irregular grey and gold crackle, inscribed with a six-character Qianlong mark on the base. 7.5 inch H, 6 inch W

223: 19th Antique Flambe-Glazed Gourd Vase USD 600 - 800

Elegantly potted with a globular lower bulb supporting a slightly smaller upper bulb with a narrow mouth, the exterior and inner neck
unctuously covered with a rich purplish-crimson glaze suffused with lavender streaks thinning to the mouth in a olive mushroom
color, inscribed with a six-character XianFeng mark on the base. 8.25 inch H, 5.25 inch W

224: Song Antique Pair Yaozhou Tea Cups USD 800 - 1,200

Each of conically shaped, the interior finely molded in the center of a large stylized lotus flower branch surrounded by a decoration of
lotus flower stems alternating face and profile on a background of foliage, the incised exterior of radiating lines, covered with a fine
olive green glaze. 1.83 inch H, 1.98 inch Diameters

225: Antique Bronze Figure USD 3,000 - 4,000

The statue cast as a cowboy riding on a horse, the cowboy depicted with one hand grabbing the rein in a strong manner holding the
horse to top, while the horse depicted in a rising position standing with its hinder legs, further detailed with the boy's muscle and
severe expression. Signed by Jrecleric Remington. 31 inch H, 25.25 inch W

226: Antique Bronze Figure USD 6,000 - 7,000

The sculpture cast as a man riding a camel with both hands holding the reins, the camel with its head dragged to the right, the man
further depicted with eyes half open and mouth slightly open loosely revealing a tired expression. Signed by PAGLAGH. 28 inch H,
24 inch W

227: Antique Bronze Figure USD 6,000 - 7,000

The sculpture cast as a warrior riding on his armed horse, the warrior depicted with his right hand grabbing the rein supporting
himself while his left hand raised straight up over his head holding a rifle gun, further detailed with a strong roaring expression, the
horse depicted fast running motion. The sculpture is named "FANTASIA ARABE" and signed by LECOURTIER. 36 inch H, 27.5 inch
W

228: 19th Antique Group of Maps of China between 1850 - 1900 USD 150 - 200

Comprising of three pieces of maps of China in different period of time from 1850 to 1900. 16.25 inch L, 11.75 inch W

229: Chinese Painting of Landscape USD 2,000 - 3,000

Finely painted with mountain landscape with craggy rocks and pine trees, depicting a scholar sitting in the middle of the mountain in
meditating manner looking forwards to the distance, signed with the artist's name on the left, the painting further flanked by two parts
of a poem with the title above and a footnote below, fitted in wood frame. 50 inch L, 24 inch W
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230: Chinese Painting of A Lady USD 2,000 - 3,000

Fitted in large wood frame, the painting dedicate depicted a lady wearing light blue long robe with her right knee on the stool leaning
to the table, her right hand holding a unfolded book, left hand raised and supported her head, the painting further detailed with a
Buddha's finger fruit on the table, a small dog crouching next to the lady's feet, the background enhanced by a vase of peony flowers
on the wood shelf and a landscape painting on the wall. 39inch L, 23.25 inch W

231: 19th Chinese Antique Painting USD 3,000 - 4,000

Painted in black ink with simple lines depicting a stone statue without a head, inscribed with a short poem by the artist, signed with
the artist's name Shao Yu and year 1982 with seal. 14.75 inch L, 10 inch W

232: 19th Chinese Antique Painting USD 3,000 - 4,000

Painted in black ink with simple lines depicting a garden landscape in winter scene, sighed "Zhuo Zheng Yuan" and year 1983 with
artist's signature Shao Yu and seal, wood frame. 15 inch L, 10 inch W

233: 18th Antique Wood Sedan Chair USD 3,000 - 4,000

The red lacquer wood roof of smooth convex form, with two doors opening to reveal a fitted interior, the walls finely reticulated with
golden lacquer, including two carrying poles. 38 inch H, 28 inch W, 44 inch L

234: 19th Antique Rosewood Table USD 1,200 - 1,500

The table rising on four tapering legs to a square top, with three frieze drawers with brass inlay, the wood of brownish red tone. 35
inch H, 38.8 inch L, 20.5 inch W

235: 19th Antique Pair of England Chairs USD 1,000 - 1,200

Each carved with floral edges rising from a twisted rope base and surmounted by a pair of angels flanking a vase of flowers. 54.5
inch H, 25.5 inch W

236: 18-19th Antique Rosewood Table Shelf USD 1,500 - 2,000

Comprising of a two-layer table shelf, one of square surface and one of rectangular surface, molded with reticulated scroll patterns
below the top, the legs of slender cylindrical section joined to the top by L-shaped lobed brackets, ending in rounded hoof feet. 39
inch H, 27.5 inch L, 12 inch W

237: 19th Antique Rosewood Tiaoan USD 1,500 - 1,800

The long rectangular top with a rounded edge and concave molding above a triangular leaf-tip frieze and wide apron with a concave
and rounded molding forming a cloud scroll in the center, the legs of rectangular section with reticulated polygon patterns, the legs
ending in rounded flaring hoof feet. 39 inch H, 54.75 inch L, 15.25 inch W
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238: 19th Chinese Rosewood Table USD 300 - 350

Comprising of a square table surface resting on tapering legs. 24 inch H, 27 inch W

239: 19th Antique Lacquer Wood Screen with Jade Inlaid USD 15,000 - 20,000

Comprising of four panels of wood screens, each decorated with three parts, the central part painted with landscape scenes, the top
and bottom wood frame decorated with dense lotus scrolls, all on a black lacquer ground, the wood richly paginated. 78.5 inch L, 20
inch W

240: 19th Antique Vietnam Huali Wood Imperial Buddhist Niche USD 8,000 - 9,000

The pagoda roof top above one niche with glass door and one open niche, the central level with one cupboard door and one open
niche, the bottom level with two open niches spaced with one panel, all above an integral base section with carved moulded edges
raised on animal-shaped bracket feet. 73.5 inch H, 31.5 inch L, 16.5 inch W

241: 18-19th Antique Elm Luohan Bed USD 8,000 - 9,000

Of elegant proportions, the back and arm rails of solid board panels carefully inlaid with huanghuali, drilled for a soft mat seat, the
straight apron slightly recessed and raised on four sturdy legs of square section terminating in inward turned hoof feet. 82 inch L, 42
inch H, 27 inch W
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